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Abstract
In this era, furniture company compete with each other tightly. Furniture company usually has several unique and interesting products. A few of products purchased by the customer in cash. The transaction receipt of customers will be saved into kind of database and the total data is so huge. Therefore, needed to analyze those kind of data using appropriate approach. Market basket analysis is one the most data analysis that often use in marketing world that purpose to determine what products are most often purchased at the same time by the customers. This study using apriori algorithm to find frequent itemsets based on sales transaction data. Apriori algorithm is a basic algorithm proposed by Agrawal & Srikant in 1994 for the determination of frequent itemset for boolean association rules. It proceeds by identifying the frequent itemsets in the database. One of example is collections of item bought by customers. This study will produce customers buying habits with association rules using apriori algorithm based on the inventory database in Sinar Karya Furniture. The result of confidence value is the customer who buy meja makan, 88.66% also buy kursi makan. And the customer who buy kursi makan, 78.9% also buy meja makan. It is done by using application software development which takes advantages of association rules with apriori algorithm.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In this global economic era, enterprises compete for their business, especially in world markets. Enterprises should improve their strategy through the use of analysis, technology, skills, and especially the craftsmen to make the greatest enterprises. Called business, because there are customers that interact and make some relationship with the company. In his book [1] argued that companies need to shift their production policy, from the old world of mass product where “standardized products, homogeneous products, and long product life and development cycles were the rule” to the new world where “variety and customization supplant standardized products”. Pine argued that building one product is simply not adequate anymore. In other words, companies need to be able to develop multiple products that meet multiple customers’ needs. While e-commerce hasn’t necessarily allowed businesses to produce more products, it has allowed them to provide customer with more choices. By increasing choice, however, it has also increased the amount of information that customers must process before they are able to select which items to meet their need. To address this information overload, e-commerce stores are applying mass customization principles not to the products but to their presentation in the one-line store [1]. The good way to persistent patterns in order to
offer related goods together and track related sales on different levels with market basket analysis. Market basket analysis is an important component of the analytical system in retail organizations. The widely definition is market basket analysis targets customer baskets in order to monitor buying patterns and improve customer satisfaction. Apriori is the algorithm that powerful and famous in finding frequent itemsets with using association rule technique. Apriori algorithm was proposed by Agrawal and Srikant 1994 as an algorithm for mining frequent itemsets for Boolean association rules. This algorithm works on the prior knowledge of frequent itemsets properties [2]. Apriori property is used to improve the efficiency of the level wise generation of frequent itemsets. Another algorithm that can used to analyze sales transaction data is Frequent Pattern-Growth (FP-Growth). Like Apriori, the FP-Growth algorithm starts by counting the number of items that appear in dataset. Problems the availability of transaction data in my enterprises hasn’t been utilizing yet for making purpose. On the other hand, several method that can be used to determine frequent itemsets including association rule. In this study, the transaction data will we used to determine frequent itemsets took from “Sinar Karya Furniture” will be used for finding customers’ shopping patterns to support making the program.

2. THEORETICAL FOUNDATION

2.1 Market Basket Analysis Definition

Market basket analysis is an important component of the analytical system in retail organizations. There are several definitions of market basket analysis in many researches. As widely meaning, market basket analysis targets customer baskets in order to monitoring buying patterns and improve customer satisfaction [5]. Another definition, market basket analysis, is one the most data analysis that often used in the marketing world. The purpose of the Market Basket Analysis is to determine what products are most often purchased or used at the same time by the consumer. Market Basket Analysis process is to analyze the buying habits of consumers to find associations between the different products that put consumers in a shopping basket.

2.2 Association Rules

Association rule mining is data mining techniques to find the associative rules between combinations of items. The rule that states the association between some these attributes often called affinity analysis or Market Basket Analysis [5]. Important or not an associative rules can be determined by two parameters, support, and confidence. Support is the percentage of the combination of these items in the database, while confidence is the strong relationships between items in the association rules. Generally, association rule mining can be described as two phase:

1. Find all of the item combination that meets the minimum requirements of the support value in the database. The value support an item is obtained by the equation below:
   \[ \text{Support (A)} = \frac{\sum \text{transaction that contains A}}{\sum \text{transaction}} \]
   Meanwhile, support value from 2 items are obtained from 2 equations below:
   \[ \text{Support (A, B)} = P (A\cap B) \]
   \[ \text{Support (A)} = \frac{\sum \text{transaction that contains A and B}}{\sum \text{transaction}} \]

2. Develop strong association rules from the frequent itemsets, these rules must satisfy minimum support and minimum confidence.
Confidence \( P(B|A) \) = \( \frac{\sum \text{transaction that contains A and B}}{\sum \text{transaction that contains A}} \)

2.3 Apriori Algorithm
Apriori algorithm is a basic algorithm proposed by Agrawal & Srikant in 1994 for the determination of frequent itemsets for boolean association rules [2].

Apriori algorithm is used in searching frequent itemset to get the association rules. As the name, this algorithm uses frequent itemset prior knowledge about the properties that have been previously known to process more information. Apriori using an iterative approach, also known as level-wish engines where k-itemset used to find \((k + 1)\)-itemset. First of all searchable set of frequent 1-itemset, this set is denoted as L1. L1 is large itemset used to find L2, then the set of frequent 2-itemset is used to locate L3, and so on until there are no more frequent k-itemset can be found. A Large itemset is frequent or itemset-itemsets that have passed the minimum threshold of support that has been determined [4]. There are two main processes that performed in the apriori algorithm:

1. Join
   In this process for each item is combined with another item until can’t form a combination anymore. In this step is find the itemsets candidate of 1 item (C1) and count the support

2. Prune
   In this process, the result of the itemsets that have been combined was trimmed using a minimum support that has been specified by the user [8].

3. ANALYSIS OF RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Application

This homepage apriori is the page that used to generates the association rules which relationship each items that purchased simultaneously. The user needs to determine the minimum support and minimum confidence and also choose the dataset that has been uploaded by the admin before in database.

3.2 Analysis and Discussion

From transaction data in Sinar Karya Furniture within January 2012 until July 2012 has a number of the transaction as much as 500. It would be set the minimum support value by 20% and minimum confidence value by 50%. From all of the transactions, each item will be counted the support value. For calculating the percentage of support value, use the equation below:

\[
\text{Support}(A) = \frac{\sum \text{transaction that contains A}}{\sum \text{transaction}}
\]

To determine the support value of “Bufet”, the calculation is:

\[
\text{Support (Bufet)} = \frac{\sum \text{transaction that contains Bufet}}{\sum \text{transaction}}
\]
\[
\text{Confidence} \left( \frac{\text{B} \mid \text{A}}{\text{B}} \right) = \frac{\sum \text{Support A and B}}{\text{Support A}}
\]

\[
= \frac{122}{500} = 24.4 \times 100\% = 24.4\%
\]

The items in the last process that meets the minimum support. Next, form the combination item then will be separated by 2 part with each position antecedent and consequent toward all of possibilities. The will be counted again the value support.

**Table 1. Large Last-Itemset**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Itemset</th>
<th>Support</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kursi makan, meja makan</td>
<td>17.2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For determining support value is using equation below:

\[
\text{Support (Kursi makan, meja makan)} = \frac{\sum \text{transaction(kursi makan, meja makan)}}{\sum \text{transaction}}
\]

\[
= \frac{86}{500} \times 100\% = 17.2\%
\]

**Antecedent \rightarrow Consequent**

Antecedent is the trigger item so that the other item was purchased while consequent is the item is affected by the purchased item antecedent. At the time of generating association rules, the parameters of minimum confidence is needed, because for each association rule that appears will be calculated the percentage value of it confidence according to equation below:

For example, one member of the set large-itemset is “kursi makan, meja makan” will be established association rules. Then the possibility of rule that will appear is “kursi makan, meja makan” and “meja makan, kursi makan”. Although the support value for {kursi makan, meja makan} and {meja makan, kursi makan} is the same, because the members which arrange is same, this is not applied for association rules. Association rules are implications or unidirectional, therefore “kursi makan \rightarrow meja makan” and “meja makan \rightarrow kursi makan” is not same. To calculate the percentage of confidence value from the rule “kursi makan \rightarrow meja makan”, then the calculation is:

\[
\text{Confidence (kursi makan \rightarrow meja makan)} = \frac{\text{support (kursi makan, meja makan)}}{\text{support (kursi makan)}}
\]

\[
= \frac{17.2}{21.8} = 78.9\%
\]

While for the rule “meja makan \rightarrow kursi makan”, the percentage of confidence value is:

\[
\text{Confidence (meja makan \rightarrow kursi makan)} = \frac{\text{support (meja makan, kursi makan)}}{\text{support (meja makan)}}
\]

\[
= \frac{17.2}{19.4} = 88.66\%
\]

The rules “kursi makan \rightarrow meja makan” has confidence value 78.9% and rules “meja makan \rightarrow kursi makan” has confidence value 88.66%. It indicates that the rule “meja makan \rightarrow kursi makan” are stronger than “kursi makan \rightarrow meja makan” because of rules “meja makan \rightarrow kursi makan” has a bigger confidence value.
The rules “meja makan→kursi makan” will be read “meja makan determining kursi makan”, meja makan is the antecedent which attract the customers to buy kursi makan, while kursi makan is consequent which the item that are affected or purchased when customers decide to buy meja makan. The confidence value is 88.66%, it means that from all of customer (100%) who buy meja makan, 88.66% also buy kursi makan. And the minimum support to get the rules is 10%, so it will appear the association rule.

Table 2. The rules that fulfill the minimum support

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule (A → B)</th>
<th>Support(A → B)</th>
<th>Support(A)</th>
<th>Confidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>kursi makan → meja makan</td>
<td>17.2%</td>
<td>21.8%</td>
<td>78.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>meja makan → kursi makan</td>
<td>17.2%</td>
<td>19.4%</td>
<td>88.66%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. CONCLUSION
Apriori algorithm is the one of method that can be applied to sales transaction data which is used to help Sinar Karya Furniture in analyzing customer purchasing patterns as a decision support the inventory, so Sinar Karya Furniture will be not be in limited supply of consumer demand.

From the analysis and experiment result that have been done, so the researcher summarizes that data mining method is market basket analysis using apriori algorithm that can be applied in the transaction data for determine the promotion in Sinar Karya Furniture with association rules that produced is:

1. meja makan → kursi makan, with the confidence value 88.66% it means that 88.66% from all of the customers that buy meja makan also buy kursi makan.
2. kursi makan → meja makan, with the confidence value 78.9% it means that 78.9% from all of the customers that buy kursi makan also buy meja makan.

With the confidence value above the author wants to prove the relationship between items. Because the confidence value is the probability of occurrence some products which purchased simultaneously where one of the product is certainly purchased by customer.
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